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Abstract
In this paper, we compute the band structure of one- and two-dimensional phononic composites using the extended
finite element method (X-FEM) on structured higher-order (spectral) finite element meshes. On using partition-
of-unity enrichment in finite element analysis, the X-FEM permits use of structured finite element meshes that do
not conform to the geometry of holes and inclusions. This eliminates the need for remeshing in phononic shape
optimization and topology optimization studies. In two dimensions, we adopt rational Be´zier representation of curved
(circular) geometries, and construct suitable material enrichment functions to model two-phase composites. A Bloch-
formulation of the elastodynamic phononic eigenproblem is adopted. Efficient computation of weak form integrals
with polynomial integrands is realized via the homogeneous numerical integration scheme—a method that uses Euler’s
homogeneous function theorem and Stokes’s theorem to reduce integration to the boundary of the domain. Ghost
penalty stabilization is used on finite elements that are cut by a hole. Band structure calculations on perforated
(circular holes, elliptical holes, and holes defined as a level set) materials as well as on two-phase phononic crystals are
presented that affirm the sound accuracy and optimal convergence of the method on structured, higher-order spectral
finite element meshes. Several numerical examples demonstrate the advantages of p-refinement made possible by
the spectral extended finite element method. In these examples, fourth-order spectral extended finite elements deliver
O(10−8) accuracy in frequency calculations with more than thirty-fold fewer degrees-of-freedom when compared to
quadratic finite elements.
Keywords: phononic crystals, band structure diagram, dispersion curves, extended finite element method, spectral
element method, Euler’s homogeneous function theorem
1. Introduction
The study of wave propagation through macro-scale periodic structures has recently been a topic of significant
interest. Research on this topic has been conducted under the umbrella of photonics [1, 2], phononics [3–6], and
metamaterials [7, 8], with the goal of controlling the flow behavior of light, elastic and acoustic waves, heat, or
mechanical vibrations in suitably designed materials. Within the scope of phononic structures, a better understanding
of periodic oscillations can enable materials capable of wave guiding and redirection [9–12], wave focusing and
amplification [13–17], and wave absorption and isolation [18–20]. Additionally, the study of phononic structures has
uncovered many interesting phenomena and novel applications, such as ultrasonic tunneling [21], the inverse Doppler
effect [22, 23], hypersonic control [24], light/sound interactions [25], and processing of quantum information [26], to
name a few.
Historically, numerical efforts in this direction have been driven towards the calculation of the so-called band
structure [27] of the periodic system—a graphical representation of the frequency-wavevector pairs that satisfy a
certain kind of dispersion relationship for the system. The band structure diagram makes characteristics of band
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gaps in the periodic structure (such as direction, magnitude, phase, and whether the gap is direct or indirect) readily
apparent. Additionally, research areas such as phononic topology optimization [28–32] and inverse problems in
dynamic homogenization [33] depend heavily on the speed, efficiency, and accuracy of the band structure calculating
algorithm.
To construct the band structure, the fundamental Bloch-periodic problem solved in the unit phononic cell is: for a
given wavevector (k-point) in the irreducible Brillouin zone, find the elastodynamic eigenpairs (eigenfrequencies and
eigenmodes). Many computational algorithms have been developed to solve this problem. The most common of these
approaches is the plane wave expansion (PWE) method [27, 34–38], which expands both the material properties and
the displacement field in a global trigonometric (Fourier) basis. PWE is easy to implement, but the method suffers from
slow convergence, especially for cases with sharp material contrasts. Variational methods constitute another broad
category of primary phononic computational techniques. These include the Rayleigh quotient [39] and the mixed-
variational methods [40–43]. Of these techniques, the mixed-variational method shows the greatest convergence
rates [44] and outperforms the PWE as well [45]. Another major technique is the multiple scattering method [46–48],
which shows good convergence properties but is limited in its applicability to fairly regular material inclusions in the
unit cell and is cumbersome to implement. In addition to the aforementioned methods, several secondary acceleration
techniques have been developed for phononic computations. These include multipole-multigrid methods [49], multi-
scale finite element methods [50], the reduced Bloch mode expansion (RBME) technique [51], and the Bloch Mode
Synthesis technique [52]. Further accelerations have been proposed through massive parallelization of the existing
algorithms over distributed CPUs and/or GPUs [53].
In this contribution, we use the spectral extended finite element method (X-FEM) [54, 55] to solve the Bloch-
periodic elastodynamic eigenproblem over the unit cell. The Galerkin finite element approach proceeds by converting
the governing boundary-value problem to an equivalent weak form, then applying a local polynomial approximation
(shape function) to trial and test functions over a discretization (mesh) of the Bloch-periodic domain. The finite
element method has been previously applied to solve this problem [51, 57, 58], though low-order polynomial approx-
imations typically used within finite elements result in a fine discretization of the domain to accurately capture the
waveform solution of the elastodynamic problem. This shortcoming is reduced through the use of higher-order local
polynomial approximations, which are enabled by spectral finite elements [59]. With spectral finite elements, solution
accuracy improves exponentially in a logarithmic plot with polynomial order (p-) refinement of the approximation,
as opposed to linear improvement in a logarithmic plot with discretization (h-) refinement. This enables a more ac-
curate solution using fewer degrees of freedom. The advantages of spectral finite elements in generating phononic
band structures have been recognized [60, 61], though the combination of spectral finite elements and extended finite
elements applied to phononic band structure calculations is new to the best knowledge of the authors.
With a conforming mesh of the Bloch-periodic domain, the finite element method can accurately capture solution
discontinuities across material boundaries and voids. In comparison, approximations that do not capture discontinu-
ities across boundaries, such as the global Fourier basis used in PWE, suffer from reduced rates of convergence [62].
However, constructing a conforming discretization over an arbitrary domain can be a difficult task that requires ad-
vanced mesh generation techniques. Furthermore, iterative design processes, such as those used in phononic topology
optimization, can require many meshes to be generated, further increasing the burden of mesh generation. Also, con-
forming meshes on curved boundaries with higher-order finite elements require a mapping to a parent element with
affine geometry. This mapping results in a loss of consistency, which impairs higher order polynomial reproduction on
these elements [63–65]. To eliminate these issues, while maintaining accurate reproduction of domain boundaries, we
employ the X-FEM, which can be used to represent boundaries implicitly, through use of enrichment functions [66].
Zhao et al. [67] have demonstrated the promise of the X-FEM approach using linear elements to construct the band
structure diagram for metamaterials. Herein, we extend this idea to incorporate higher-order, spectral shape functions
with the X-FEM. Use of the X-FEM with spectral basis functions introduces challenges with respect to boundary
representation, interface enrichment, and numerical integration. Chin and Sukumar [55] discuss methods of resolving
these challenges, and we apply these improvements to the procedures used in this paper.
The structure of the remainder of this paper follows. In Section 2, we introduce the governing elastodynamic
boundary value problem and use Bloch-Floquet theorem to transform the problem to the phononic unit cell, where the
strong form and the weak form of the problem are derived. In Section 3, higher order polynomial approximations are
introduced as the spectral finite element method. In Section 4, enriched finite element spaces are introduced to capture
hole and interface geometry in the unit cell. Also, the finite element equations to solve the phononic unit cell problem
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Figure 1: A two-dimensional periodic composite with basis vectors h1 and h2.
are introduced. Section 5 describes how rational Be´zier curves and level set functions can be used with the extended
finite element method to represent curved geometry. Implementation details, including numerical integration and
interface stabilization are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, several numerical examples in one dimension and two
dimensions are discussed which demonstrate the capabilities of the methodology. Finally, in Section 8, we summarize
the developments in this paper.
2. Phononic unit cell problem
Consider a two-dimensional periodic composite structure whose unit cell is a parallelogram given by Ω ⊂ R2.
We define two basis vectors, h1 and h2, such that x =
∑2
i=1 Hihi for Hi ∈ [0, 1] uniquely maps to a point in Ω. An
example is illustrated in Fig. 1. The basis vectors can be used to define spatial variation in material properties C(x)
(the rank-four modulus tensor) and ρ(x) (density), since
C(x + nihi) = C(x), ρ(x + nihi) = ρ(x), (1)
for ni ∈ Z. We define reciprocal basis vectors
q1 = 2pi
h2 × e3
h1 · (h2 × e3) , q2 = 2pi
e3 × h1
h2 · (e3 × h1) , (2)
where e3 is a unit vector in the (Cartesian) z-direction, such that the property hi · q j = 2piδi j holds. These reciprocal
basis vectors are used to define a wave vector k in a periodic composite via k =
∑2
i=1 Qiqi where Qi ∈ [0, 1].
2.1. Strong formulation
The behavior of waves in solids are governed by the elastodynamic boundary-value problem. Over Ω, the govern-
ing field equations are
∇ · σ = ρu¨ (balance of linear momentum), (3a)
σ = σT (balance of angular momentum), (3b)
σ = C : ε (constitutive law), (3c)
ε =
1
2
(
∇u + (∇u)T
)
(small-strain kinematics), (3d)
where σ := σ(x, t) is Cauchy stress, ρ := ρ(x) is density, u := u(x, t) is displacement, ε := ε(x, t) is strain, and
λ := λ(x) and µ := µ(x) are the Lame´ constants. We assume plane strain conditions (ε13 = ε23 = ε33 = 0). Since the
problem is time-harmonic with angular frequency ω, the field quantities can be decomposed as follows:
u(x, t) = u(x) exp(−iωt), σ(x, t) = σ(x) exp(−iωt), ε(x, t) = ε(x) exp(−iωt). (4)
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Figure 2: Bloch periodic boundary-value problem with two distinct linear elastic materials and a hole.
Combining (3) and (4), we recover the eigenproblem
∇ · (C(x) : ∇su(x)) = −λρ(x)u(x), (5)
where λ = ω2 is the eigenvalue and ∇s(·) denotes the symmetric gradient. According to the Bloch-Floquet theorem,
the displacement and stress fields across unit cells are related by
u(x + hi) = u(x) exp
(
ik · hi), σ(x + hi) = σ(x) exp(ik · hi). (6)
These relationships can be used to develop Bloch-periodic boundary conditions on the unit cell, which complete the
strong form of the unit cell problem. The problem can be stated as follows:
∇ · (C(x) : ∇su(x)) + λρ(x)u(x) = 0 in Ω\Ωhole, (7a)
u(x + hi) = u(x) exp(ik · hi) on Γi for i = 1, 2, (7b)
σ(x + hi) · n(x + hi) = σ(x) · n(x) exp(ik · hi) on Γi for i = 1, 2, (7c)
where n is the unit normal vector pointing outward from the domain, and Γ1 and Γ2 are boundary regions that align
with basis vectors h2 and h1, respectively. These quantities are illustrated in Fig. 2. Additionally, within the unit cell,
we assume voids and/or two distinct, linear elastic materials are present. Holes are located in the domain Ωhole, with
boundary Γhole, and the domain of material m is Ωm for m = I, II. The boundary between the two materials is Γmat.
With these additional assumptions, we can explicitly state the boundary and interface conditions that must be satisfied
within the unit cell:
σ(x) · n(x) = 0 on Γhole, (8a)
[[u(x)]] = 0 on Γmat, (8b)
[[σ(x) · n(x)]] = 0 on Γmat, (8c)
where [[·]] is the jump operator that represents the jump in its argument across the interface. These conditions along
with (7) constitute the strong form of the Bloch periodic boundary-value problem.
In the developments that follow, we will also consider one-dimensional periodic domains Ω = (0, a) composed of
two, distinct linear elastic materials with properties (E1, ρ1) and (E2, ρ2) and an interface at x = h. For this problem,
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the strong form reduces to
(E(x)u′(x))′ + λρ(x)u(x) = 0 in Ω = (0, a)
u(a) = exp(ika)u(0), E2u′(a) = exp(ika)E1u′(0),
E1u′(h−) = E2u′(h+), u(h−) = u(h+),
(9a)
where x = h− and x = h+ are the locations just to the left and right of the interface, respectively.
2.2. Bloch-periodic weak formulation
The strong form of the Bloch-periodic boundary-value problem can be stated equivalently in a weak form which
is amenable to computations using the finite element method [68]. Let the trial displacement function u(x) : Ω → C
and test function v(x) : Ω → C be in H1(Ω). Following the standard Galerkin procedure, we multiply (7a) by the
complex conjugate of v(x) and integrate over Ω to recover∫
Ω
v∗(x) · [∇ · (C(x) : ∇su(x)) + λρ(x)u(x)] dx = 0, (10)
where v∗(x) is the complex conjugate of v(x). Owing to the discontinuous material density and modulus tensor, the
integral can be decomposed to∫
ΩI
v∗(x) · [∇ · (CI : ∇su(x)) + λρIu(x)] dx + ∫
ΩII
v∗(x) · [∇ · (CII : ∇su(x)) + λρIIu(x)] dx = 0, (11)
where (CI , ρI) and (CII , ρII) represent material properties in ΩI and ΩII , respectively. Integration by parts, using the
divergence theorem on the first term of each integral, the symmetry of σ(x), and the boundary condition (8a) yields
−
∫
Ω
∇sv∗(x) : C(x) : ∇su(x) dx +
2∑
i=1
∫
Γi
[
v∗(x) · σ(x) · n(x) + v∗(x + hi) · σ(x + hi) · n(x + hi)] dS
+
∫
Γmat
[[v∗(x) · σ(x) · n(x)]] dS + λ
∫
Ω
ρ(x)v∗(x) · u(x) dx = 0. (12)
To simplify (12) further, we require v(x) satisfy conditions (8b) and (7b). These conditions give
−
∫
Ω
∇sv∗(x) : C(x) : ∇su(x) dx +
2∑
i=1
∫
Γi
v∗(x) · [σ(x) · n(x) + exp(−ik · hi)σ(x + hi) · n(x + hi)] dS
+ λ
∫
Ω
ρ(x)v∗(x) · u(x) dx = 0. (13)
Now we apply boundary condition (8c) to arrive at
−
∫
Ω
∇sv∗(x) : C(x) : ∇su(x) dx + λ
∫
Ω
ρ(x)v∗(x) · u(x) dx = 0. (14)
Stated formally, the weak form is: given C(x), ρ(x), and k ∈ R2, find u ∈ S and λ := ω2 ∈ R+, such that
a(u, v) +
γK
h2
j(u, v) = λ[b(u, v) + γM j(u, v)] ∀v ∈ S (15a)
where
a(u, v) :=
∫
Ω
∇sv∗(x) : C(x) : ∇su(x) dx, b(u, v) :=
∫
Ω
ρ(x)v∗(x) · u(x) dx, (15b)
S :=
{
u ∈ H1(ΩI), u ∈ H1(ΩII)
∣∣∣ [[u]] = 0 on Γmat, u(x + hi) = u(x) exp(ik · hi) on Γi (i = 1, 2)} . (15c)
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In (15a), the term j(u, v) is a ghost penalty [69] stabilization term to improve matrix-conditioning, γK and γM are
constants that control the amount of stabilization energy, and h is a characteristic length defined at the element level
(see Section 6.2). The ghost penalty term is defined in Section 6.2.
Reduced to one dimension, the weak form is: given E(x), ρ(x), and k ∈ R, find u ∈ S and λ := ω2 ∈ R+ such that
a(v, u) = λ b(v, u) ∀v ∈ S, (16a)
where
a(v, u) =
∫ a
0
v∗′(x)E(x)u′(x) dx, b(v, u) =
∫ a
0
ρ(x)v∗(x)u(x) dx, (16b)
S =
{
u ∈ H1(0, h−), u ∈ H1(h+, a) : u(h−) = u(h+), u(a) = u(0) exp(ika)
}
. (16c)
3. Spectral finite element method
With X-FEM, geometric features such as holes and material interfaces are not represented by the mesh, so a simple
finite element mesh suffices. For applications in solid continua, quadrilateral finite elements are preferred to triangular
finite elements, and discretizations aligned with the unit cell basis vectors h1 and h2 provide numerous benefits and
simplifications as well. From the perspective of the X-FEM, additional advantages include easier implementation for
higher-order elements, compatibility with the homogeneous numerical integration (HNI) scheme (requires basis func-
tions that are a linear combination of homogeneous polynomials; see Section 6.1 for details), and greatly simplified
computation of the ghost penalty stiffness term introduced in Section 6.2 (over rectangular domains). Accordingly,
we restrict ourselves to finite element meshes aligned with the unit cell basis in the subsequent developments.
Consider a tessellation T of the domain Ω into a mesh of M elements. The domain of the e-th element of the mesh
is Ωe ⊂ R2. On Ωe, we desire reproduction of p-th order polynomials, which is accomplished through a Lagrange
interpolation of (p + 1)2 nodal values. We first develop this interpolant over a parent element, Ξ = [−1, 1]2, then map
it to the domain Ωe. Node locations ξI ∈ [−1, 1]2 (for I = 1, . . . , (p + 1)2) are chosen as the components of the tensor
product of the Gauss-Lobatto points, {ξ1, . . . , ξp+1} and {η1, . . . , ηp+1}. This choice of nodal locations limits oscillation
in the interpolation of smooth data (Runge phenomenon). The placement of nodes at the Gauss-Lobatto locations for
spectral elements of order p = 2 to p = 5 is illustrated in Fig. 3. At each node we define a Lagrange shape function,
NI(i, j)(ξ) =

p+1∏
k=1
k,i
ξ − ξk
ξi − ξk


p+1∏
`=1
`, j
η − η`
η j − η`
 ∀ξ ∈ [−1, 1]2, (17)
where I(i, j) : {1, 2, . . . , p + 1}2 →
{
1, 2, . . . , (p + 1)2
}
uniquely maps components i and j to vector I. The shape
functions form a basis that uniquely interpolates polynomials up to degree p over [−1, 1]2. The shape functions are
interpolating since the Kronecker delta property
(
Ni(ξ j) = δi j
)
holds.
Nodes are located in Ωe through an invertible, affine isoparametric mapping x(ξ) : Ξ→ Ωe, which is
x(ξ) = He · ξ + xe0, (18)
where xe0 denotes the centroid of the element and the columns of H
e are the basis vectors of the element domain Ωe (he1
and he2), such that any point x ∈ Ωe can be represented by x =
∑2
i=1 H
e
i h
e
i for H
e
i ∈ [−1, 1]. An example isoparametric
mapping is shown in Fig. 4. Using the shape functions, we can compute a degree p polynomial approximation of the
displacement field over the element:
uhe(x) =
∑
i∈Ie
Ni(x)ui ∀x ∈ Ωe, (19)
where Ie =
{
1, 2, . . . , (p + 1)2
}
is the index set of nodes in Ωe and ui := u(xi) are nodal values of displacement. This
element-level approximation is utilized in the development of the finite element equations in Section 6.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3: Gauss-Lobatto nodes for p-th order spectral elements. (a) p = 2, (b) p = 3, (c) p = 4, and (d) p = 5.
h1
Ωe
e
h2e
x0eξ
η
x (ξ )
Ξ
Figure 4: The isoparametric mapping between the parent domain, Ξ, and the element domain, Ωe.
4. Extended finite element method
The extended finite element method is an instance of the partition-of-unity finite element method [70], which
provides a means to include known solution characteristics in the approximation space. This is accomplished by aug-
menting the standard finite element space with the product of partition-of-unity functions and enrichment functions.
Even though the X-FEM can be used to model a domain that contains both holes and material interfaces, to sim-
plify the exposition, we treat each problem separately. In the sections that follow, we detail the specific enrichment
functions used to model holes and material interfaces, respectively.
4.1. Modeling of holes
To capture the effect of holes on the finite element approximation, we construct an enrichment function based on
the void geometry as follows [71, 72]:
V(x) =
1 if x < Ωhole0 if x ∈ Ωhole ∀x ∈ Ω. (20)
An example of an enrichment function for a circular hole is illustrated in Fig. 5a. For an element in which Ωe∩Ωhole ,
∅, the extended finite element approximation of the displacement field u(x) : Ω¯→ R2 is [71]:
uhe(x) =
∑
i∈Ie
Ni(x)V(x)ui, (21)
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Modeling a void with the X-FEM. (a) Enrichment function for a circular void, and (b) enriched DOFs
(circles) and removed DOFs (crosses) in the vicinity of a void for bilinear finite elements.
where ui are the nodal displacement degrees of freedom. Based on the location of Ωhole with respect to Ωe, two cases
are possible:
1. Ωe ∩ Γhole = ∅: the entirety of Ωe is located in Ωhole.
2. Ωe ∩ Γhole , ∅: a portion of Ωe is located in Ωhole.
For case 1, the entire element domain is not in the domain of u(x). For case 2, only a portion of the element domain is
in the domain of u(x), and nodal degrees of freedom in this element should only affect the portion of the element not
in Ωhole. This is accomplished through the enrichment function V(x), which introduces a strong discontinuity at Γhole.
Note that if case 1 occurs, there may exist nodes that have no finite element basis function support. An illustration
of this scenario is shown in Fig. 5b. The degrees of freedom (DOFs) at these nodes (the ones that contain crosses
in Fig. 5b) are removed during the solution procedure. This effectively constrains the displacement of these nodes
to zero and, furthermore, is required to recover full rank in the finite element stiffness matrix since there is no strain
energy associated with the deformation of these nodes.
4.2. Modeling material interfaces
In an element that intersects the material interface, i.e., Ωe ∩ Γmat , ∅, the extended finite element approximation
takes the form [72]:
uhe(x) =
∑
i∈Ie
Ni(x)ui︸       ︷︷       ︸
standard FE
+
∑
j∈Je⊆Ie
N j(x)ψ(x)a j︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
enriched contribution
, (22)
where ψ(x) is the interface enrichment function, Ie is the index set of nodes in Ωe, and Je is the index set of nodes
in Ωe whose basis function support intersects Γmat. A schematic of a two-phase composite (circular interface) that is
modeled using a quadratic finite element mesh is depicted in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, all the enriched nodes are shown as
open circles.
To model material interfaces using the X-FEM, the normal strain must admit a jump that satisfies the Hadamard
compatibility condition at the interface between two dissimilar isotropic materials. Two additional desirable features
of the material interface enrichment function ψ(x) are:
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Figure 6: Two-phase composite material. Enriched nodes are marked with an open circle.
1. linear, ridge-like variation near the material interface, and
2. zero-value outside enriched elements to avoid the effects of blending elements [73].
If the enrichment function is not affine, the space of polynomial functions that can be reproduced is affected, which
ultimately degrades the convergence rate of the method [55]. The modified abs-enrichment introduced by Moe¨s et
al. [74] reproduces both these features for linear elements, and a modification to this enrichment function to retain
this behavior for higher-order elements with curved interfaces is discussed in Chin and Sukumar [55]. To define the
enrichment function, we first identify two sets of nodes. Over the element tessellation T , let Ienr be the set consisting
of nodes that are enriched, i.e., the nodal basis function support of these nodes intersects Γmat (nodes marked by circles
in Fig. 6). We define Izero ⊂ Ienr as the set of enriched nodes whose basis of support also includes elements that do not
intersect Γmat (see Fig. 7). The material interface enrichment function is set to zero at these nodes to avoid blending
effects in adjacent elements. For a point x ∈ Ωe, we define the function
gh(x) =
∑
i∈Ie
Ni(x)gi, (23)
where gi are nodal values which are set by a two-step process.
1. For nodes i ∈ Izero, set gi = |ϕdi |, where ϕdi := ϕd(xi) are nodal values of the signed distance function to Γmat,
and for all other nodes set gi = 0.
2. Then, for nodes not at the vertices of the element and in Ienr\Izero, set gi =
4∑
j=1
N(p=1)j (xi)g j, where N
(p=1)
j (x) are
the bilinear finite element shape functions and g j are the element vertex values of g that are set in step 1.
Using (23), we define our material interface enrichment function as
ψ(x) = gh(x) − |ϕdh(x)| ∀x ∈ Ωe, (24)
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Figure 7: Nodes in Izero (marked by open squares) on a 8 × 8 cubic finite element mesh.
where ϕdh(x) =
∑
i∈Ie
Ni(x)ϕdi is the nodal interpolant of the signed distance function. In (24), the second term introduces
the ridge with discontinuous derivative at Γmat, whereas the first term shifts the second term to be zero-valued on
the appropriate boundaries and approximates a smoothly interpolated bilinear function elsewhere. In Fig. 8, the
enrichment function for a circular inclusion over quadratic elements is plotted.
4.3. Discrete equations
For the hole problem, choosing (21) to form the trial displacement field u(x) and the test field v(x) in (15a) and
then considering the arbitrariness of nodal variations, we obtain the element level quantities:
Ke =
∫
Ωe∩Ω\Ωhole
(
Bu(x)
)∗D(x)Bu(x) dx, Me = ∫
Ωe∩Ω\Ωhole
ρ(x)
(
Nu(x)
)∗Nu(x) dx, (25)
where D(x) is the piecewise constant two-dimensional linear elastic constitutive matrix and the superscript (·)∗ denotes
the Hermitian of the matrix. In addition, Nu(x) is the standard element shape function vector and
Bα(x) =
[
B1α(x) B2α(x) . . . B
|L|
α (x)
]
, (26)
where α = u, L = Ie and
B`u(x) =
N`,x(x) 00 N`,y(x)N`,y(x) N`,x(x)
 . (27)
Note the Hermitian of element matrices Bu(x) and Nu(x) is required on account of the Bloch-periodic boundary
conditions in (7b).
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Figure 8: Construction of the enrichment function, ψ(x), for the material interface problem on a quadratic finite
element mesh (p = 2). The plots are on the element domain Ωe = (−0.5,−0.25)2, with ϕ(x) = ||x|| − 0.5.
For the material interface problem, choosing (22) to represent u(x) and v(x) in (15a), and using a standard Galerkin
procedure, we obtain the following element quantities:
Ke =
∫
Ωe
[(
Bu(x)
)∗D(x)Bu(x) (Bu(x))∗D(x)Ba(x)(
Ba(x)
)∗D(x)Bu(x) (Ba(x))∗D(x)Ba(x)
]
dx,
Me =
∫
Ωe
ρ(x)
[(
Nu(x)
)∗Nu(x) (Nu(x))∗Na(x)(
Na(x)
)∗Nu(x) (Na(x))∗Na(x)
]
dx,
(28)
where Bα(x) for α = u, a is defined in (26) and Na(x) is the element shape function vector for nodes in Je. Referring
to (26), for α = a and L = Je, we define
B`a(x) =

(N`(x)ψ(x)),x 0
0 (N`(x)ψ(x)),y
(N`(x)ψ(x)),y (N`(x)ψ(x)),x
 . (29)
Assembling element level quantities using the finite element assembly procedure, the generalized eigenproblem,
Kd = λMd, is obtained. Element-level integration over elements intersected by holes and material interfaces is
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conducted using the HNI method, which requires homogeneous integrands. Details of integration using the HNI
method are described in Section 6.1.
To generate a band structure diagram, the Bloch-periodic weak form is solved for many wave vectors, k, within
the irreducible Brillouin zone of the unit cell. Note the vector of nodal displacements, d, that satisfies Bloch-periodic
boundary conditions given in (15c) is related to the unconstrained vector of nodal displacements, dˆ, via [75]
dˆ := Rd, (30a)
where
RIJ =
I exp(ik · hi) if dI ∈ DiIδIJ otherwise (30b)
is a 2 × 2 block in the constraint matrix R associated with unconstrained degree of freedom I and constrained degree
of freedom J, and Di is the set of nodes located on Γi, for i = 1, 2 (see Fig. 2). In (30), R is a
[
ndo f × 2] × [(ndo f −
|D1| − |D2|+ 1)× 2] matrix, where ndo f is the number of unconstrained DOFs. The constraint matrix allows the finite
element system of equations to be equivalently expressed as
R∗KˆRd = λR∗MˆRd, (31)
where Kˆ and Mˆ are the global stiffness and mass matrices, respectively, with no Bloch-periodic boundary conditions.
Thus, Kˆ and Mˆ can be formed once for an extended finite element system of equations, then the matrix R can be
formed to generate the constrained equations for each k in the band structure diagram. While not explored in this
paper, secondary acceleration techniques such as RBME [51] can also be applied to further reduce the computational
burden of computing frequencies at each k-point.
For one-dimensional material interface problems, the trial eigenfunction in spectral finite elements is:
uh(x) =
∑
j∈J
φ j(x)u j. (32)
where J is the index set of all nodes in Ω and φ j(x) is the spectral finite element basis function associated with node
j. On choosing vh = φi as the test eigenfunction, we obtain the following generalized eigenproblem:
Kd = λMd, (33a)
Ki j =
∫ a
0
φ∗′i Eφ
′
j dx, Mi j =
∫ a
0
φ∗i ρφ j dx, (33b)
where φ∗i denotes the complex conjugate of φi.
5. Representation of curved geometries
Two methods of defining curved material and void boundaries are considered in this paper. The first is through
an implicit representation of the boundary using level set functions. The second is through quadratic rational Be´zier
curves, which provide a parametric description of conic boundaries. The remainder of this section provides relevant
details required to solve a problem using the X-FEM with these representations of curved boundaries.
5.1. Level set representation
In the level set method, isocontours of a (d + 1)-dimensional function ϕ(x) are used to track the location of
geometric interfaces within a d-dimensional domain. We select the level curve ϕ(x) = 0 as the interface location.
Further, ϕ(x) < 0 and ϕ(x) > 0 denote regions that lie inside the closed interface and outside the closed interface,
respectively. An example of a level set function is the signed distance function, which is used in the material interface
enrichment developed in Section 4.2. The level set method simplifies determination of nodal locations with respect to
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the interface, which simplifies identifying elements that require enrichment in the X-FEM. Consistent with the material
interface enrichment in (24), we approximate the level set function at the element level with its nodal interpolant:
ϕh(x) =
∑
i∈Ie
Ni(x)ϕi. (34)
To integrate the weak form integrals in (15a) using the HNI method introduced in Section 6.1, an explicit represen-
tation of the interface is required. We employ cubic Hermite functions for this purpose. For the parameter t ∈ [0, 1], a
cubic Hermite function is
c(t) = (2t3 − 3t2 + 1)p0 + (t3 − 2t2 + t)m0 t0 + (−2t3 + 3t2)p1 + (t3 − t2)m1 t1, (35)
where p0 and p1 are the endpoints of the curve and m0 t0 and m1 t1 are the end tangents of the curve at t = 0 and
t = 1, respectively. The endpoints (p0 and p1) and tangent vectors (t0 and t1) of the curve are immediately identified
by computing ϕh(x) and ∇ϕh(x) × e3 at the endpoints. The magnitude of the tangent vector, m0 and m1, remain to be
determined.
The values m0 and m1 should be selected to approximate the zero isocontour with minimal error. Exact Hermite
reconstruction recovers (weakly) ∫ 1
0
ϕh
2(c(t)) dt = 0. (36)
Following [55], we choose optimal values of m0 and m1 by solving
m∗ = arg min
m∈R2
F(m), (37)
where F(m) =
∫ 1
0 ϕ
h2(c(t,m)) dt and m = {m0,m1} are now variables in (35). This numerical optimization problem can
be solved using techniques such as Newton’s method or the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm.
The BFGS algorithm does not require computing second derivatives of ϕh(x), enhancing its appeal in the context of
finite elements since second derivatives of shape functions are typically not computed.
If F(m∗) > 0, then Hermite reconstruction of the isocontour is not exact. Total error over the path is estimated
by [55]
e(m∗) =
√√∫ 1
0
 ϕh(c(t,m∗))∣∣∣∣∣∣∇ϕh(c(t,m∗))∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂c(t,m∗)∂t
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ dt. (38)
The value e(m∗) is compared to a user-defined tolerance, . If  exceeds e(m∗), the Hermite curve can be recur-
sively bisected until e(m∗) <  in all curve segments. This methodology provides a measure of adaptive refinement,
optimizing the number and location of Hermite curves needed to accurately trace the implicit curve ϕh(x) = 0.
5.2. Rational Be´zier representation
Rational quadratic Be´zier curves are capable of exactly representing conic sections such as circles and ellipses.
Given Be´zier control points p0, p1, and p2 and a coordinate x, the Be´zier curve can be transformed to a level set
function by considering its barycentric representation. Note this level set function is not equal to the signed distance
function and, therefore, is not a good candidate for use with the material interface enrichment in (24). As described
in Farin [76], the linear system of equations,
τ0p0 + τ1p1 + τ2 p2 = x,
τ0 + τ1 + τ2 = 1,
are solved for parameters τ0, τ1, and τ2. Then, the value of the implicit function is given by
ϕ(x) = τ21 − 4
τ0τ2w21
w0w2
,
where w0, w1, and w2 are weights associated with the control points p0, p1, and p2, respectively.
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6. Numerical implementation of the X-FEM
6.1. Numerical integration
Discontinuous integrands in (25) and (28) are ill-suited for integration using a tensor-product Gauss rule. To
accurately and efficiently integrate the discontinuous weak form integrals, we employ the HNI method. The HNI
method traces its origins to Lasserre [77], who used Stokes’s theorem and Euler’s homogeneous function theorem to
simplify integration over a d-dimensional polytope to integration over the (d − 1)-dimensional faces of the polytope.
Chin et al. [78] extended Lassere’s approach to nonconvex regions. This section gives a broad overview of the method.
We refer the reader to Chin and Sukumar [55] for a thorough examination of implementation details.
Let f (x) be a continuously differentiable, positively homogeneous function of degree q. Our objective is to
integrate a sum of nh homogeneous functions, h(x) :=
∑nh
j=1 f j(x), over a domain A ⊂ Ωe, i.e.,
I =
∫
A
h(x) dx. (39)
The weak form integrands in Section 4.3 are polynomial functions, which can be decomposed into a sum of homo-
geneous functions. Further, when the domain of integration in enriched elements is split where the integrands are
discontinuous, we recover subregions, whose boundaries are composed of a combination of affine and curved edges.
We note Euler’s homogeneous function theorem,
q f (x) = ∇ f j(x) · x ∀x ∈
{
Rd if q > 0
Rd\{0} if q < 0 , (40)
holds on f j(x). For a vector field X, Stokes’s theorem can be stated as:∫
A
(∇ · X) f j(x) dx +
∫
A
∇ f j(x) · X dx =
∫
∂A
(X · n) f j(x) dσ, (41)
where ∂A is the boundary of A and dσ is the Lebesgue measure on ∂A. Invoking (40) on homogeneous function f j
and choosing X as the position vector x, (41) yields∫
A
f j(x) dx =
1
2 + q
m∑
i=1
∫
Fi
(x · ni) f j(x) dσ. (42)
where ∂A := F1 ∪ F2 ∪ . . . ∪ Fm. Equation (42) relates integration of a positively homogeneous function f j(x) over a
domain in Rd to integration over the domain’s (d−1)-dimensional boundary. We assume that ∂A = ∂AA ∪ ∂AC , where
∂AA is a line segment in one dimension and ∂AC is a parametric curve.
On ∂AA, an affine surface can be described as a linear equation, a · x = b. The normal of this surface is the
normalized gradient of this equation, i.e., n = a/||a||. Substituting into (42), we obtain∫
Fi⊂∂AA
(x · ni) f j(x) dσ = bi||ai||
∫
Fi⊂∂AA
f j(x) dσ. (43)
On ∂AC , we consider parametric curves of the form c(t), where t ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter such that c(0) and c(1) give
the endpoints of Fi ⊂ ∂AC . We note c(t) encompasses many types of curves, including the rational Be´zier curves and
Hermite spline curves discussed in Section 5. Substituting into (42), we obtain∫
Fi⊂∂AC
(x · ni) f j(x) dσ =
∫ 1
0
(ci(t) · ni) f j (ci(t)) ||c′i(t)||dt, (44)
where c′i(t) is the derivative with respect to the parameter t, i.e., the hodograph of the curve. The normal of c(t) is a
normalized vector perpendicular to its hodograph. Substituting this into (44) recovers∫
Fi⊂∂AC
(x · ni) f j(x) dσ =
∫ 1
0
(
ci(t) · (c′i(t) × e3)) f j (ci(t)) dt. (45)
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With (43) and (45), integration over A reduces to one-dimensional integrals over ∂A. These integrals are computed
using Gauss quadrature. Note if c(t) and f j(x) are polynomial, integration is exact with an appropriate quadrature
rule.
We use (42), (43), and (45) to develop a cubature rule to apply to the polynomial weak form integrals in Section 4.3.
To simplify implementation, we develop a single cubature rule valid on the highest degree polynomial in the integrand,
which is therefore valid on all homogeneous terms of the integrand. On affine edge F j, cubature points are Gauss
points mapped to F j and cubature weights are selected as w˜ib j/||a j|| for i = 1, . . . ,m j where w˜i are Gauss weights
of an m j-point rule scaled by F j. On curved edge Fk, cubature points are xi = ck(ti) where ti (i = 1, . . . ,mk) are
Gauss points of a mk-point rule mapped to the interval [0, 1] and cubature weights are wi =
(
ck(ti) ·
(
c′k(ti) × e3
))
w˜i for
i = 1, . . . ,mk where w˜i are Gauss weights of an mk-point rule scaled to the interval [0, 1]. Combining the contributions
over each boundary edge, the cubature rule is then
I =
∫
Ωe
h(x) dx ≈
nq∑
i=1
nh∑
j=1
1
2 + q j
f j(xi)wi, (46)
where nq is the total number of cubature points, {xi}nqi=1 are the cubature points, and {wi}nqi=1 are the cubature weights.
Applying (46) to (25) using a p-th order finite element, we obtain
Ke ≈
nq∑
i=1
K[0]e2 + K[1]e (xi)3 + · · · + K
[4p−2]
e (xi)
4p
wi, (47a)
and
Me ≈
nq∑
i=1
M[0]e2 + M[1]e (xi)3 + · · · + M
[4p]
e (xi)
4p + 2
wi, (47b)
where K[q]e and M
[q]
e denote the degree-q term in the homogeneous expansions of the integrands in (25). The weak
form integrals for an element with interface enrichment can be similarly decomposed to a form amenable to integration
using (46).
6.2. Interface stabilization
The extended finite element approximation for holes and material inclusions can induce high condition number
in the global finite element stiffness matrix, which can lead to reduced accuracy when solving the algebraic system
of linear equations [79]. The reason for poor matrix conditioning is distinct in the hole problem versus the material
inclusion problem. For voids, elements where Ωe ∩ Ωhole is very large compared to Ωe cause very small regions
of support in some degrees of freedom. These ultimately result in modes of deformation with much lower stiffness
when compared to others, resulting in an ill-conditioned system of linear equations. In the material inclusion problem,
conditioning issues arise when Ωe∩ΩI or Ωe∩ΩII is very small compared to Ωe or when the scaling of the enrichment
function differs greatly from the shape functions. A summary of methods to improve conditioning in the X-FEM is
discussed in de Prenter et al. [80].
To provide coercivity over the computational domain for the hole problem, we introduce a ghost penalty stabiliza-
tion energy [69, 81]. The ghost penalty term is designed to eliminate the influence of very small cut elements on the
condition number of the stiffness matrix. The term adds an additional stiffness contribution to DOFs that have some
support in Ωhole, which minimally changes the finite element solution. We establish the set of elements in Ω and the
set of cut elements as
Ta = {Ti : Ti ∈ T , Ωi ∩Ω , ∅} , Tc = {Ti : Ti ∈ Ta, Ωi ∩Ω , Ωi} ,
where Ti is the i-th element in T with domain Ωi. Additionally, we define a set of edges
F =
{
F = Ti ∩ T j : Ti ∈ Ta, T j ∈ Tc
}
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Figure 9: Illustrating the set of edges F on which the ghost penalty stabilization term is computed. Edges in F are
bold. The element tessellation, T , is an 8 × 8 and a 6 × 6 mesh of square elements in (a) and (b), respectively.
for i, j = 1, . . . ,M. The set of edges F is demonstrated for two domains in Fig. 9. Following Sticko et al. [82], the
supplemental weak form term in (15a) is
j(u, v) =
∑
F∈F
p∑
k=1
h2k+1
(2k + 1) (k!)2
∫
F
[
∂knu
] [
∂knv
]
dS , (48)
where n denotes a unit vector normal to F, p is the order of the finite element approximation, and h is the average
characteristic element length for the two elements connected to F. Also appearing in (15a) are the constants γK :=
βK(λ˜ + 2µ) and γM := βKρ, where λ˜ and µ are Lame´ parameters for the material, ρ is the density of the material, and
βK and βM are constants which scale the magnitude of the ghost penalty terms. The bracket [·] is used to represent the
difference of its argument evaluated over the elements attached to F.
While the ghost penalty term improves matrix conditioning, which enables more accurate calculation of eigenpairs
using iterative methods, it also introduces modes of deformation that can pollute the resulting band structure diagram.
Frequencies associated with the ghost penalty parameter will appear in the band structure diagram if elastic wave
speeds of the ghost penalty modes are less than the wave speeds of the non-ghost penalty modes of deformation. If
ghost penalty modes appear in the band structure diagram, the ratio of βK to βM can be increased. An example of
these modes polluting a band structure is demonstrated in Fig. 10a. When βM is reduced by a factor of 4, the polluted
modes no longer appear, as Fig. 10b reveals.
7. Numerical results
In this section, several examples are presented that demonstrate the capabilities of the X-FEM in modeling
phononic crystals with voids and material interfaces and in generating band structure diagrams of these phononic
crystals. Particularly we will focus on one-dimensional examples and two-dimensional examples that contain curved
interfaces. Extended finite element solutions are generated from a code developed and run in MATLAB R2019a. The
function eigs() is utilized to compute frequencies that satisfy the dispersion relationship for each periodic domain.
Two-dimensional reference finite element solutions are generated using the multiphysics package COMSOL. In all
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(a) (b)
Figure 10: The effects of ghost penalty modes of deformation on the resulting band structure diagram. (a) Frequencies
associated with the ghost penalty term appear in the band structure (horizontal lines) and (b) removing these modes
by increasing the ratio βK/βM by a factor of 4.
extended finite element examples with voids, ghost penalty parameters of βK = 1.0 × 10−8 and βM = 2.5 × 10−9 are
used.
7.1. Phononic crystal with circular void and square domain
In this example, we develop band structure diagrams for a phononic crystal with a circular void. This example
has appeared in Wang et al. [83], and is repeated here using both the X-FEM and FEM. Using the X-FEM, the circle
is captured exactly using a quadratic rational Be´zier curve, whereas the FEM only approximates the shape of the
circle. The square Bloch-periodic unit cell for this problem is illustrated in Fig. 11. The material properties are
E = 20 GPa, ν = 0.25, and ρ = 2700 kg/m3. The band structure diagram constructed using the X-FEM and FEM are
illustrated in Fig. 12. The reference FEM band structure is generated from a finite element mesh with 227,824 DOFs
(56,102 quadratic triangular finite elements) while the X-FEM band structure is generated from 16 quartic square
finite elements (480 DOFs). The two plots are observed to be nearly identical.
To quantitatively study the accuracy of the extended finite element approach, the error in frequency as a function
of the number of DOFs is plotted in Fig. 13. Plots are provided for the error in the lowest frequency and the tenth-
lowest frequency at both the X-point and the M-point. At the X-point, the reference solution for the lowest frequency
is 21.7343273 Hz and for the tenth-lowest frequency it is 264.87440 Hz. The reference solutions for the M-point
are 14.2430873 Hz for the lowest frequency and 226.458845 Hz for the tenth-lowest frequency. Reference solutions
are generated from a highly refined FEM mesh of quadratic triangles, containing 6,285,432 DOFs. The frequency
approaches the reference solution at a rate of 2p, matching a priori error estimates for the FEM. For quadratic finite
elements, a convergence rate of 4 is observed in Fig. 13, which also matches the theoretical estimate. With the spectral
X-FEM, accuracy per degree-of-freedom consistently increases with larger p, demonstrating the solution efficiency
gains possible through spectral finite elements. To illustrate this point, with quartic extended finite elements, only
about 4,000 DOFs are required to obtain accuracy on par with approximately 200,000 DOFs using a quadratic finite
element mesh.
7.2. Phononic crystal with circular void and skew domain
In this example, the band structure of a skew unit cell with a circular void is generated. The geometry of the
unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 14a and the material properties are repeated from Section 7.1; that is, E = 20 GPa,
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Figure 11: Unit cell geometry of a phononic crystal with a circular void.
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Figure 12: Band structure diagram for a phononic crystal with a circular void. (a) Solution using quartic X-FEM (414
DOFs) and (b) reference solution using quadratic FEM (227,824 DOFs).
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Figure 13: Error in frequency versus number of DOFs for the circular void example. (a) Lowest frequency at the
X-point, (b) tenth lowest frequency at the X-point, (c) lowest frequency at the M-point, and (d) tenth lowest frequency
at the M-point.
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ν = 0.25, and ρ = 2700 kg/m3. This choice of lattice vectors results in a regular hexagonal first Brillouin zone, which
is illustrated in Fig. 14b.
The band structure diagram is computed using both the FEM and the X-FEM. For the X-FEM, the problem is run
with a 4 × 4 element mesh of structured quartic elements, resulting in a total of 476 DOFs. The mesh is illustrated
in Fig. 14c. As is done in the example in Section 7.1, the circular void is modeled exactly using a quadratic rational
Be´zier curve. For the FEM, a mesh of quadratic triangular elements is utilized with a total of 7,632 DOFs. With the
FEM, the circular void is only approximated using quadratic polynomial curves. The extended finite element band
structure diagram is presented in Fig. 14e and the finite element band structure is illustrated in Fig. 14f. Quantitatively,
relative errors between the band structures range from 4.7 × 10−5 to 2.7 × 10−3.
7.3. Phononic crystal with elliptical void
Next, a band structure diagram is constructed for a phononic crystal whose Bloch-periodic domain contains an
elliptical void. The material properties from Section 7.1 are repeated in this example and the unit cell geometry is
illustrated in Fig. 15a. The parameter θ is varied from 0 to pi/4 and the resulting size of the largest band gap in
the first ten frequencies is plotted in Fig. 15b. Two representative band structure diagrams are presented in Fig. 15c
and Fig. 15d, which are for θ = 0 and θ = pi/4, respectively. When θ = 0, a single band gap is present between
approximately 100 Hz and 125 Hz. When θ is increased to pi/4, two band gaps are present at approximately 100 Hz
and 175 Hz. All X-FEM analyses of this problem are performed with a 4 × 4 element mesh of quartic finite elements.
The ellipse geometry is modeled exactly using rational quadratic Be´zier curves to represent the void boundary.
7.4. Phononic crystal with a clover-shaped void
As the final void example, we consider a unit cell Ω = [−5, 5]2 with a void defined by a level set function,
demonstrating the capability to model more general voids whose geometry may not be known explicitly. We choose
the level set function
ϕ(r, θ) =
1
5
r +
2
5
sin4
(
3
2
θ
)
− 4
5
, (49)
where r =
√
x2 + y2 and θ = tan−1
(
y
x
)
are polar coordinates. The level set boundary is approximated using cubic
Hermite functions, as described in Section 5.1. Rather than approximating the level set function using the finite
element interpolant, we choose to use (49) directly in (37) and (38). This results in the cubic Hermite functions
approximating the level set function directly, eliminating a source of error in the geometric description of the unit cell.
The domain is modeled with 16 quartic extended finite elements arranged in a 4 × 4 mesh. Material properties match
those in Section 7.1. The meshed geometry is illustrated in Fig. 16a and the resulting band structure for the ten lowest
frequencies is displayed in Fig. 16b.
7.5. One-dimensional two-phase phononic crystal
First, the application of the X-FEM enrichment function for modeling material discontinuities is presented in a
one-dimensional setting. In one dimension, Rytov [84] derived an exact dispersive solution:
cos(ka) = cos
ωh1
c1
cos
ωh2
c2
− Γ sin ωh1
c1
sin
ωh2
c2
, (50a)
where
Γ =
1 + κ2
2κ
, κ =
ρ1c1
ρ2c2
, ci =
√
Ei
ρi
(i = 1, 2). (50b)
Following Lu and Srivastava [45], we choose the material properties E1 = 8 GPa, ρ1 = 1000 kg/m3, h1 = 0.003 m,
E2 = 300 GPa, ρ2 = 8000 kg/m3, and h2 = 0.0013 m. The unit cell length is a = h1 + h2 = 0.0043 m. Given
a frequency f = ω/(2pi), (50) can be used to find a wavevector in the irreducible Brillouin zone, Q := ka/(2pi) for
−0.5 ≤ Q ≤ 0.5 (or 0 ≤ Q ≤ 0.5 due to symmetry).
The problem is modeled using the FEM, the X-FEM, and the plane wave expansion method. For analyses con-
ducted with finite elements, a three element mesh is used where two elements lie in the domain of material 1 and
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Figure 14: Skewed unit cell geometry of a phononic crystal with a circular void. (a) Problem setup, (b) first Brillouin
zone on the reciprocal lattice (dashed line) and irreducible Brillouin zone (bold, red line), (c) extended finite element
mesh (476 total DOFs; nodes with active DOFs are open circles and nodes with removed DOFs are red crosses), (d)
finite element mesh (7,632 DOFs), (e) extended finite element band structure diagram, and (f) finite element band
structure diagram. 21
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Figure 15: Unit cell geometry of a phononic crystal with an elliptical void. (a) Problem setup, (b) largest band gap
versus angle θ, (c) extended finite element band structure diagram for θ = 0, and (d) extended finite element band
structure diagram for θ = pi/4.
the domain of material 2 is modeled with one element. For extended finite element analyses, the mesh consists of
two elements, and the inter-element node does not coincide with the location of the interface. Instead, (24) is used to
capture the effect of the material interface in the interior of the element. The accuracy of the X-FEM and the FEM
for these meshes is expected to be nearly identical provided p is the same, since both are capable of representing the
same piecewise continuous polynomial functions [55].
To examine the effect of p-refinement on solution accuracy, the problem is run with finite elements and extended
finite elements of order 3 to 12. The band structure diagram for the case p = 5 is presented in Fig. 17b and Fig. 17a.
This results in 16 DOFs for the finite element analysis and 17 DOFs for the extended finite element analysis. For
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Figure 16: Unit cell geometry of a phononic crystal with a clover-shaped void. (a) extended finite element mesh
(nodes with enriched DOFs are open circles) and (b) extended finite element band structure diagram.
the five lowest frequencies, the numerical solutions are indistinguishable from the exact band structure diagram using
either the FEM or the X-FEM. Relative frequency error in the fifth-lowest frequency versus the number of degrees
of freedom is plotted in Fig. 17c and Fig. 17d for Q = 0 and Q = 0.5, respectively. Convergence of both the finite
element solution and the extended finite element solution is exponential with p-refinement.
Finally, we examine the accuracy of the frequency solutions as a function of the ratio of E1 to E2. A total of 100
values of E1/E2 in between E1/E2 = 1.0 × 10−3 to E1/E2 = 1.0 × 103 are tested in the numerical study, and the error
in the lowest five frequencies as E1/E2 is varied is plotted at the point Q = 0.25 in Fig. 18. The study is conducted
with fifth-order spectral finite elements (16 DOFs), fifth-order extended spectral finite elements (17 DOFs), and using
the plane wave expansion method (201 DOFs). Figure 18 demonstrates superior accuracy of spectral (extended) finite
elements as compared to the plane wave expansion technique in two-phase materials. With a greater than 10-fold
reduction of DOFs, the FEM and the X-FEM deliver much better accuracy than the plane wave expansion method
for the three lowest frequencies, and similar accuracy for the fourth and fifth frequency. Fifth order extended finite
elements have slightly less error when compared to fifth order finite elements due to the extra degree of freedom in
the extended finite element mesh, which allows sixth order terms to be partially captured (see Chin and Sukumar [55]
for details).
7.6. Two-phase phononic crystal with circular inclusion
To study the performance of the enrichment function in a two-dimensional Bloch-periodic domain, we model a
two-phase phononic crystal with a circular inclusion. The model problem, which appears in Srivastava and Nemat-
Nasser [43], is illustrated in Fig. 19. Inside the circular inclusion, the material properties are E2 = 200 GPa, ν2 = 0.3
and ρ2 = 3300 kg/m3. Over the remainder of the domain, the material properties are E1 = 2 GPa, ν1 = 0.3, and
ρ1 = 1100 kg/m3. The problem is analyzed using quadratic, triangular finite elements and the spectral X-FEM.
Since enrichment using (24) requires a finite element interpolation of level set geometry, the parametric form of the
interface location is approximated using cubic Hermite functions (see Section 5.1 for details). Reference solutions are
generated using a finite element solution from a highly refined mesh (1,772,522 DOFs).
A band structure diagram for this problem using both finite elements and spectral extended finite elements is
illustrated in Fig. 20. The extended finite element solution using a 4× 4 mesh of quartic finite elements (674 DOFs) is
indistinguishable from the reference finite element solution. The convergence properties of both the spectral extended
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Figure 17: One-dimensional two-phase phononic crystal. (a) Band structure diagram using two fifth-order extended
finite elements, (b) band structure diagram using three fifth-order finite elements, (c) convergence of the fifth-lowest
frequency with p-refinement at Q = 0, and (d) convergence of the fifth-lowest frequency with p-refinement at Q = 0.5.
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Figure 18: Error in relative frequency for the first through fifth lowest frequency for various ratios of E1 to E2. (a)
Fifth-order extended finite elements (17 DOFs), (b) fifth-order spectral finite elements (16 DOFs), (c) plane wave
expansion (201 DOFs).
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Figure 19: Unit cell geometry of a phononic crystal with a circular inclusion.
finite element and finite element solutions are examined through h-refinement studies in Fig. 21. Spectral extended
finite elements of order p = 1, . . . , 4 and quadratic finite elements are utilized in the study. The error in the lowest and
tenth-lowest frequency at the X-point and the M-point are considered. Reference solutions (computed on the reference
finite element mesh) are 1.7029188 × 105 Hz and 7.4091162 × 105 Hz for the lowest and tenth lowest frequencies,
respectively, at the X-point. At the M-point, the reference solution for the lowest frequency is 2.5329233×105 Hz and
for the tenth lowest frequency is 7.3191350 × 105 Hz. In the extended finite element analyses, the error in frequency
reduces with an increase in the number of degrees of freedom at a rate of approximately 2p in all four values of p
tested, matching the a priori estimate for finite elements. With quadratic finite elements, error reduces at a rate of
approximately 4. As with the circular void problem, the quartic spectral extended finite element solution provides
equivalent accuracy with substantially fewer degrees of freedom as compared to the quadratic finite element solution.
For eight digits of accuracy in the frequency solution, an approximate thirty-fold decrease in number of DOFs is
observed.
7.7. Two-phase phononic crystal with ring inclusion
As a final example, we generate a band structure diagram for a two-phase phononic crystal with a ring-shaped
inclusion. The unit cell geometry is illustrated in Fig. 22. In ΩI , the material properties are E1 = 2 GPa, ν1 = 0.3, and
ρ1 = 1100 kg/m3 and in ΩII , the material properties are E2 = 200 GPa, ν2 = 0.3, and ρ2 = 3300 kg/m3. The band
structure diagram is generated using both extended finite elements and finite elements. The meshes used to generate
both solutions are illustrated in Fig. 23b and Fig. 23a. With the extended finite element mesh, 16 quartic elements
with 1,090 total DOFs are used. The level set zero is approximated using cubic Hermite functions, as described
in Section 5.1. In comparison, the finite element mesh uses 7,600 quadratic triangular elements with 30,802 total
DOFs. The band structure diagrams generated using the X-FEM and the FEM are displayed in Fig. 23. The diagrams
match to approximately three significant digits. Also of note, a large band gap is present between the third and fourth
frequency with this unit cell geometry and the fourth through tenth lowest frequencies are nearly constant as the wave
vector varies, leading to additional band gaps.
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Figure 20: Band structure diagram for a phononic crystal with a circular inclusion. (a) Solution using quartic extended
finite elements (674 DOFs) and (b) reference solution using quadratic finite elements (450,370 DOFs).
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced the spectral extended finite element method (X-FEM) for constructing band struc-
ture diagrams in phononic crystals. Using the X-FEM to represent boundaries with spectral finite elements requires
accurate and robust interface reproduction on curved interfaces, accurate and efficient quadrature over curved inter-
faces, and an enrichment function over material interfaces that is capable of reproducing p-th order polynomials on
both sides of the interface. Interface reproduction was accomplished using Be´zier curves and approximating level
set isocontours with cubic Hermite functions. Numerical quadrature was conducted using the homogeneous numer-
ical integration (HNI) method, which represents boundary locations defined by parametric curves exactly, does not
require partitioning elements cut by the interface, reduces integration to one dimensional integrals without any ap-
proximation, and gives accurate integration that is in fact exact when boundaries are affine or polynomial curves.
Interfaces are captured through an enrichment function that is able to reproduce theoretical rates of convergence over
curved interfaces [55] by accurately capturing the interface location and by providing linear, ridge-like enrichment on
higher order elements. When combined, these methods demonstrated accurate band structure diagram reproduction
on two-dimensional domains using minimal degrees of freedom.
The solution efficiency gains possible through spectral extended finite elements were demonstrated through several
examples in Section 7. Band structure diagrams of phononic crystals with circular voids and circular inclusions
converged much faster with a higher degree of polynomial reproduction. For example in the circular void problem, to
reduce error in frequency to below O(10−5), 40–50 times more degrees of freedom were needed with quadratic finite
elements as compared to quartic spectral extended finite elements. Typically, the utilization of spectral finite elements
is limited by issues of mesh generation and open questions of polynomial reproduction with non-affine transformations
of spectral elements. However, the framework of the spectral extended finite element method introduced in this paper
eliminates these issues. Meshes are no longer required to conform to the locations of voids and material inclusions
in phononic crystals; therefore, elements can remain aligned with the (affine) unit cell structure ensuring that the
higher-order polynomial space is retained.
Eliminating the need for mesh generation and providing efficient generation of phononic band structure diagrams
enables a more rapid understanding of the properties of various phononic crystals, and speeds iterative design pro-
cesses, including parametric studies and the design of improved phononic crystals using shape optimization and
topology optimization. For the design and optimization of phononic crystals, level set representations of geometry are
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Figure 21: Error in frequency versus number of DOFs for the circular inclusion example. (a) Lowest frequency at the
X-point, (b) tenth lowest frequency at the X-point, (c) lowest frequency at the M-point, and (d) tenth lowest frequency
at the M-point.
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Figure 22: Unit cell geometry of a two-phase phononic crystal with a ring inclusion.
appealing since they allow for arbitrary smooth, curved boundaries. Level set methods have already been successfully
applied to topology optimization and shape optimization [85–87], demonstrating the appeal of combining these ideas.
For these applications, the use of the spectral X-FEM presented in this paper would be worth pursuing.
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Figure 23: Band structure diagram for a phononic crystal with a ring inclusion. (a) Quartic extended finite element
mesh (1,090 total DOFs; all nodes contain bimaterial enrichment), (b) quadratic finite element mesh (30,802 DOFs),
(c) band structure diagram from the extended finite element solution, and (d) finite element band structure.
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